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Presentations: Worked for over 25 yr for Naturvetarna – gathered experience about the Swedish labour market for scientistWhere are your skills needed?Overall trends on todays labour marketCompetence demandsHow to get your first jobSalary statics
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We set the rules of the game in the Swedish labour market. Together with the employers, we sign agreements on everything from job security and extra holiday days to overtime pay, insurance and pensions.Legislation provides a basic level of security that regulates annual holiday leave, work environment, employment protection and trade union influence.   Naturvetarna negotiates sector-specific collective agreements for scientists that provide you with extra security, for example supplementary parental leave pay, additional annual holiday leave and the right to a salary increase. In addition to all this, we offer help with scrutinising and negotiating your employment contract, which regulates your working hours, extra annual holiday leave, salary and other benefits.



Vårt erbjudande för naturvetare
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Again in short this is what we offer our members:Security: We are on your side with legal and personal support. We help you with your employment contract so that you do not miss out on things like salary increases, insurance and pensions. Collective agreement! Salary: We give you an overview of salary levels for scientists. Get access to the best and most up to date salary statistics for scientists. Get help from our skilled salary advisers, who can offer tips and good arguments ahead of your salary dialogue or before you start a new job .Career: We help you to progress in working life. We offer CV coaching, interview training and much more. We also provide support and advice for managers in their professional role, as well as for self-employed people who want to develop.  Benefits: Insurances: You get access to insurances at preferential rates with very good terms thanks to our strength in numbers. Own lawyer:  You can also receive help with legal advice on non-work matters, such as cohabitant agreements, wills and disputes. As well as all this, we give you access to Sweden’s biggest network of scientists. Together we are 34 000 scientist in a network  of 1 million academicsAs a student you can try us out for free!
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The demand for 

scientists is increasing
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Mc Kinsley 2020: The demand for STEM-related competence will increase 20% the coming decade.Randstad: The competion for competence is harder than ever. That is especially true for STEM related professions  (Science, Technologies, Engineering, Mathematics)Today 5 300 mathematicians on the labour market (SCB RAMS 2021)Graduation every year approximatly 330 Bachelor degree, 340 master & 56 PhD – not changed much the last 5 yr but the demand is increasingPractically no unemplyment (1,7% when we entered this year) graduates 4,1% and unemployment overall 8,2% (ÁKU, SCB)		



”The worlds most important to-do list”
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To cite Jan Eliason The global goals makes it crystal clear to me why we need scientistUse this list to think about which problems you want to solveIs it life science, agriculture, energy, infrastructure, transport …
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Digitalization creates 

new opportunities
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Strong growth in all business sectors (environment, health, farming …)Life science: AI is an important tool for decision making and finding candidates for drug development, foresee effect and side-effects! Ex. Modernas ´covid-19 vaccine – faster and cheaper!Mathematicians are more sought after in Life science, Heath care, 



Precisionfarming

Weed app RFID-taggs Drones IoT
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I guess you all heard of Precisionsmedicin, but are you familiar with precionfarming or precisionforrestry???Radio-frequency identificationIoT- uppkoppling med sensorerFertilizers, pesticides



Tech sector lacks competence 
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Tech-sector is central in creating new jobs70 000 employees lacking in the tech-sector 2024 according to TechSverige40% of the positions are hard to recruiteFail to attracted women (only 28%)Recruitment from other countries gone up from 26 to 36% between 2019-2021Increased demand for academicsCombine digital competence with other expertiseFastest increase in demand: Data scienceStrongest demand: Project Managers and Programmers/developers



Accelarating
change
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Experienced but Why?DigitalizationCrisesThe ability to learn is the most important competence, OECDRE:skill & UP:skill -  the new normal!



Sector
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You find mathematicians in all sectors and in all industriesMany are involved in the current digitalization 



Main work tasks
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 Statistician
 Actuarie
 Data scientist
 Analyst
 Investigator
 Case Manager
 Teacher
 Developer

Titels today
 AI Engineer
 Machine Learning 

Engineer
 Cyber Security 

Specialists

Tomorrow?



Top priorities of employers
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[Employer survey 2016]  Purple bars = % of employers that thought these factors are important when recruiting scientists.The top priorities are ”Soft values” such as the “right” attitude, and general abilities (e.g. social skills, time management, flexibility…)   >60%Subject knowledge ranks as 3rd. They take for granted that we have, therefore less important in the recruitment process. However, this is valued higher among university employers (attitude a bit lower). So what kind of general skills do the employers want? 	[Employer survey 2016] Ability to collaborate & to see the big picture = “Comprehensive understanding” are the general skills that most employers value high. However the required competence varies depending on labour market sector.Also communication skills (50% of employers) + ability to prioritize.  Scientists seeking to broaden their competence should primarily focus on communication & IT.



1. Know yourself
2. Labour market monitoring
3. Make a career plan

3 career steps
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Education level Average 10:e perc Median 90:e perc
3 -5 yr 56 000 36 000 51 000 84 000
PhD 55 000 36 000 53 000 78 000

Salary statistics

The payoff of a PhD is generally lower in 
well paid profession. Salaries also tends to 

be higher in private sector that in 
academia.



Thank you for listening!

Join us today!
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